Abstract — Digital economy growth stimulates the development of such innovative direction in higher education as online training. Online education provides students with access to the resources of the leading higher educational institutions of the country and helps them to individualize their study. At the same time, the introduction of online courses into the educational process of higher schools faces a number of problems that are both objective and subjective in nature. This paper deals with the subjective problems of online education development in the higher education system in the context of economy digitalization. In particular, the authors considered the issues related to the student attitude to online courses, as well as to learning motivation and self-regulation. The latter plays more significant role for online learning models than for a traditional one. The study is based on empirical material collected in two Voronezh Universities by means of psychodiagnostic and sociological methods. The analysis showed that students do not have a strong desire to take online courses. The ineffective functioning of online courses is also caused by the lack of necessary motivation to study of the majority of the students. The main motive for learning of a large part of students is getting a diploma, rather than acquiring knowledge or mastering a profession. At the same time, the general level of student self-regulation is such that if they are motivated, they are able to complete online courses training successfully. The article emphasizes the fact that now, students are not psychologically ready for online education, and the active introduction of online courses into the higher education system may have mixed effects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays digital technology is quickly spread into various spheres of public life: economy [1, 2], health care, education system etc.

Online training becomes widespread as innovative way of learning. It is an important trend of education digitalization around the world.

Online training introduction into the country educational system is actively supported by the state within the framework of national projects. One of these projects is the national project «Education» for the period of 2019–2024. According to the Passport of the National Project «Education», it is planned to develop an integration platform for continuous education (professional training and additional learning) by December 31, 2020 [3].

Thanks to the academic digital platform, students will have an opportunity to:

- use educational resources, not only of their University, but also of other leading higher educational institutions in their learning process;
- arrange an individual educational trajectory;
- get additional professional education.

At the same time, the transition to online education creates the number of difficulties that can lead to the training quality decrease, to a low academic performance, and mass dropout of students.
Western universities have already faced objective and subjective problems related to online training in the higher education system. This fact is demonstrated by the researches of such foreign authors, as Han H., Johnson S.D. [4], Fryer L.K., Bovee H.N., 2016 [5], Cho M. H., Tobias S., 2016 [6], Kinser-Ross M.J., Waters R.D. [7], Xih, W., Xing W., Chen X., Stein J., 2016 [8].

Some papers deal with the subjective factors that should be taken into account when introducing online courses into the education system in general, and into the higher education system, in particular. Some kind of subjective factors that seriously affect the results of online training include peculiarities of internal motivation for learning and self-regulation ability.

The role of motivation and self-regulation in the transition to online training is of great importance due to the decrease of a lecturer controlling function and the increase of the independent work percentage.

Therefore, before introducing online courses into higher education process (this process is activated after the development of integration platform for continuous education), it should be determined such subjective factors as student attitude to online courses and psychological readiness to take them.

This paper is devoted to the study of these online training aspects.

The purpose of the research is to identify the subjective problems of the online training development in the higher education system in the context of economy digitalization.

Research problems include:

- the determination of student attitude to different models of online courses;
- the assessment of student psychological readiness to take online courses.

II. RESEARCH METHODS

The methodological basis of this research is the works of Russian scientists who consider the problems of distance and e-learning. Conducting the study, we also used general scientific methods such as analysis, synthesis, and others.

The identification of subjective problems of the online training development in the higher education system in the context of economy digitalization is based on empirical and theoretical research methods.

The empirical material was collected by means of sociological and psychodiagnostic research methods.

The attitude of students to traditional education and online training was determined by the questionnaire method.

In January-February 2020, it was interviewed 150 students of the first and the second courses from Voronezh State University of Engineering Technologies (VSUET) and Voronezh State Technical University (VSTU).

To study the psychological readiness of students to take online courses, it was used such a psychodiagnostic method, as the questionnaire method.

The identification of student motivation was carried out using the method «Motivation of training in higher school», proposed by T.I. Ilyina [16].

The method is aimed at the determination of key learning motives. It contains three scales («acquiring knowledge»; «mastering a profession»; «getting a diploma»). It allows the researchers to determine the proportion of the students who are motivated for getting education, and the proportion of students who are focused on formal learning just for getting a diploma.

The assessment of students’ ability to self-regulate their learning activities was conducted by using the method «Self-regulation Behavior Style – SSB-98», developed under the guidance of V.I. Morosanova [17]. Based on the study of the scale indicators «General level of self-regulation», it can be concluded that students are able to carry out independent work when learning.

System analysis method was used to interpret the results obtained.

III. RESULTS

Online training is a new direction in the education system. This is a variety of e-learning and distance learning, «a way to organize the process of independent study of training materials using educational environment based on Internet technologies and training by means of the Internet and multimedia» [15].

A special case of online training is online courses that are «logically and structurally completed training unit, methodically provided with a unique set of systematized electronic training and control tools» [11].

Online course history began with Mass Open Online Courses (MOOC). On the base of the digital platforms MOOC, anyone can take a particular course and pass an exam online.

In Russia, the national platforms MOOC have been functioning since September 1, 2015. MOOC are also available at the leading universities of the country, such as Moscow State University named after M.V. Lomonosov, Higher School of Economics, Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology, etc.

Currently, there are some opportunities for the wide use of online courses in the higher education system. Being actively supported by the state, it is conducted work aimed at the development of the integration platform for continuous education (professional training and additional education) for University students. This work will have completed by the end of 2020.

Today, according to Karasik A.A., the Director of the Institute of Open Education Technologies of the Ural Federal University named after the first President of Russia B. N. Yeltsin, it can be distinguished three operating models of online courses in the system of higher education [18]:
Training quality of the students when taking online courses will be largely determined by their attitude to the courses, their high motivation for learning and their self-regulation ability.

During the survey, the researchers revealed the attitude of students of technical faculties of VSUET and VSTU to the traditional model and models of online learning (mixed learning model, model «online course, accompanied by the lecturer», model «online course on the base of the tutor support»).

Figure 1 shows the results of the sociological survey on students’ preferences when choosing a learning model to study humanitarian and socio-economic disciplines.

The data presented in figure 1, demonstrates that only 30.1% of students of technical directions prefer the traditional model of education with classroom lectures and practical classes in humanitarian and socio-economic disciplines.

Almost the same number of students chose online education, 24.1% of them preferred model of the «online course accompanied by a lecturer» and 6.71% expressed a preference for the model of «online course on the base of the tutor support».

About a quarter of students (25.5%) agreed to compromise. 13.42% of the students did not care about the model (traditional or innovative) of their studying humanitarian and socio-economic disciplines.

Figure 2 shows the survey data on students’ preferences when choosing a learning model for natural and mathematical disciplines.

According to the conducted survey, it can be seen that the majority of the students chose the traditional model when studying natural and mathematical disciplines (figure 2). Only 14.77% of them would like to take «online courses accompanied by a lecturer», while 4.03% would like to have a model «online course on the base of the tutor support».

The attitude of the students to different learning models of disciplines of professional block can be judged by the information graphically shown in figure 3.
Fig. 2. Students’ preferences when choosing a learning model to study natural and mathematical disciplines

Fig. 3. Students’ preferences when choosing a learning model to study professional disciplines
According to the empirical data (figure 3), students of technical fields would like to keep the traditional model of training when studying professional disciplines. This model was chosen by 55.7 % of respondents.

Only 8.05 % of students would like to take the «online course accompanied by a lecturer» and 6.71 % of respondents want to study at the «online course on the base of the tutor support».

Almost a quarter of the students positively assesses training based on the mixed model and 6.04 % don’t care about the model they are offered.

Thus, now, more than 50 % of the future engineers from two Voronezh Universities would like to study natural, mathematical and professional disciplines in a traditional way. Considerably smaller proportion of students would like to take online courses to study disciplines mentioned above without any types of classroom teaching. As for learning humanitarian disciplines, the picture is different. Only one-third of the students want to study in the classrooms. Other students, except those who are undecided (13.42 %), are in favor of one of the three online learning models.

During the introduction of online courses into the higher education system, it is important to take into account not only the students attitude to them, but also their psychological readiness for online learning. In particular, students should be motivated to get a good education with a diploma, but not just to get a diploma, poorly supported by knowledge, skills and abilities.

Students differentiation according to the key motives of learning («acquiring knowledge», «mastering a profession», «getting a diploma») was carried out using the method developed by T.I. Ilyina. The results are presented in figure 4.
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The proportion of students motivated to «get a diploma», as shown in figure 4, is 43.62 %. It exceeds the proportion of students with predominant motives for «acquiring knowledge» (33.56 %) and «mastering a profession» (22.82 %).

It should be noted that the change of the traditional model by online training model will lead to the education quality decrease of students with a predominant motivation for «mastering a profession».

Students will not develop properly general cultural and professional competences in such situation. Their «desire to get a diploma by the formal learning, their attempts to find any easy ways of passing exams and tests» [16] when taking online courses will not be limited by the lecturer control. These students will have more opportunities to achieve their goals and get a diploma without learning in a proper way.

Thus, according to such criteria as motivation for learning activity, a significant part of students is not ready to take online training.

One of the indicators of student psychological readiness for online courses is the self-regulation level in the whole, and in relation to learning activities, in particular. The general level of students’ behavior self-regulation was determined by using the methodology developed under the guidance of V.I. Morosanova. The results of the survey are presented in the histogram in figure 5.

![Fig. 5. Differentiation of students by the general level of self-regulation](image)

As it can be seen from the histogram in figure 5, the students mostly have a high and average level of general self-regulation (47.65 % and 46.98 %, respectively). Students with an average and high level of self-regulation are able to move independently to their goals, because «the higher the conscious regulation general level, the easier it is for a person to master new types of activity, to feel more confident in unfamiliar situations, and the more stable their success in the normal types of activity» [17]. Accordingly, it can be assumed that students with an average and high general level of self-regulation, being motivated for acquiring knowledge and mastering a profession, will be able to get education via online courses successfully.

**IV. DISCUSSIONS**

The introduction of online courses into the higher school system faces a number of problems that are both objective and subjective in nature.
The subjective factors that create difficulties for the effective functioning of the online courses in the University system include such ones as the attitude of the students to the online courses and their psychological readiness for online learning.

The study showed that students do not have a strong desire to take online courses. The majority of the students support the traditional learning model when studying natural, mathematical and professional disciplines. Only a small part of students tends to study humanitarian, social and economic disciplines via online courses.

Students are ready to take online courses related to the general level of activity self-regulation development. The average and high level of students self-regulation, allows supposing that they will be able to study independently on regular basis. At the same time, independence and activity in learning are possible if students are motivated for «acquiring knowledge» and «mastering a profession». However, these motives are not the leading ones for the majority of the students. The most common motivation for learning is the motive of «getting a diploma». When switching to online training for students aimed at getting good education with a diploma, the quality of their knowledge will decrease because of the lack of internal motivation for learning and lecturer stimulation of their educational activities.

V. CONCLUSION

The development of such innovative approach in the higher education system as online training is a complex and ambiguous process. Possible difficulties that higher education will have to face after the introduction of online courses into practice include problems related to the student motivation and self-regulation. A number of researchers assume this fact [13, 15, 19, 20]. Empirical material of the research conducted supports their assumptions.

The results presented in the paper suggest that it is impossible to accept the position of the rector of the National Research University «Higher school of Economics» Ya.I. Kuzminov, who said: «the Ministry of Education and Science and Federal Education and Science Supervision Service should be stricter to make Universities include the online courses, which are read by leading scientists, in educational programs and it is better than let students take the course taught by the local Assistant Professor» [21].

We should not agree with such recommendation. Obligatory introduction of online courses will lead to the decrease of the student educational quality and a large dropout rate of the first and the second courses students who are psychologically not ready for online training. This fact has been proved by the Western experience. As early as in 2013, foreign publications noted that, according to Stanford University, the dropout rate from some large-scale online courses was up to 90 % [22]. If traditional education is replaced by online courses everywhere, it can destroy the higher education system.
Rector of the Higher School of Economics suggested introducing online courses instead of lectures of tutors without scientific papers. Retrieved from: https://tass.ru/obschestvo/4988218